
Fold them up, toss them in their storage pouch & take them on the road. Introducing Audio-Technica’s ATH-M35 

dynamic stereo headphones. Created especially for ! eld recording and studio tracking/mixing, these compact folding 

headphones offer beautifully balanced, articulate sound; impressive power-handling; and a lightweight, ergonomic 

design. Wherever your music takes you, experience more.
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Clear sound & impressive power handling in a compact, 
folding design 

Audio-Technica ATH-M35 Closed-back Dynamic Stereo Monitor 
Headphones deliver exceptional clarity and balanced, highly articulate 
sound reproduction. These compact folding headphones are ideal for 
!eld recording and studio tracking/mixing. 

At the heart of each ATH-M35 earpiece, a 40 mm rare-earth neodym-
ium driver offers impressive power handling for tracking sessions. 
Generously padded circumaural (around-the-ear) ear cups provide 
acoustic isolation and long-wearing comfort for extended listening 
sessions; the adjustable headband is also crafted and cushioned 
for listening comfort. Other premium-quality components include a 
single-sided cable constructed of ultra-"exible litz wire, and a gold-
plated stereo 1/8" connector with strain-relief spring and professional 
screw-on 1/4" adapter.

clear, balanced sound reproduction

superior isolation  

padded ear cushions

/8" connector with strain-relief spring and 
screw-on ¼" adapter

Speci!cations†

TYPE      Closed-back dynamic
DRIVER DIAMETER  40 mm 
MAGNET Neodymium
VOICE COIL CCAW (copper-clad aluminum wire)
FREQUENCY RESPONSE  20 - 20,000 Hz
MAXIMUM INPUT POWER  1,600 mW at 1 kHz
SENSITIVITY    100 dB
IMPEDANCE    65 ohms
CABLE     3.4 m (11'), OFC litz wire, left-side exit
CONNECTOR   3.5 mm (1/8") gold-plated stereo mini-plug
ACCESSORIES INCLUDED     Screw-on 6.3 mm (1/4") adapter, 
  protective pouch

† Speci!cations are subject to change without notice.
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